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A lot of challenges… A lot of revolu- advancing socialist revolution. Detionary tasks to be done…
spite the material, logistical and financial constraints, party members
These are just some of the state- and cadres have
ments that made the principles of worked enthusiasRebolusyonaryong Partido ng Mang- tically in making
gagawa – Mindanao (RPM-M) the Congress a
stronger in holding its Second Con- success.
gress. Since its founding Congress in
2001, the party successfully held its Prior to the set
Second National Congress last Au- schedule, all front
gust 2010 at Camp Usman, Min- and district hold
danao. It was attended by 130 dele- Pre-Congress
gates from the three peoples in the conferences
different areas of Mindanao. It was where Party memalso attended by two comrades from bers collectively
the French and Dutch sections of the reviewed
and
Fourth International, of which the discussed
the
RPM-M has been a member since party documents for the Congress.
2003.
The Second Congress attained its
four objectives. It reviewed the nine
The Congress is supposed to be years experiences and lessons
conducted every three years, as learned from these years including its
stipulated in the party’s Constitution successes and weaknesses. The
and By-Laws. However, because of Party’s constitution was amended
the unexpected circumstances that and its organizational, political, ideohappened in the different arenas of logical and military programs for
struggles in which the Party has en- three years have been approved.
gaged unfavorable objective and
subjective conditions greatly affected Camp Usman is named after a comthe Party and the regular launching rade in the Revolutionary Peoples’
of the Congress. But these circum- Army (RPA) who offered his whole
stances, however, have not effec- life to the peoples’ revolution. Particitively derailed the Party’s direction in pants slept in quarters constructed

by the preparatory team made up of
the RPA and mass activists and supporters in the vicinity, others in the

main hall. Secured by a sizeable size
of RPA combatants who served as
look-outs up in the hill, the congress
went through in a secured atmosphere. With its clandestine nature,
participants and the activity itself
must not be exposed to the neighboring communities, so the delegates’
entry were at night or at dawn that
made it more challenging because
one must carefully negotiate on rocky
and slippery roads and rivers without
seeing them until the entrance of the
Congress venue.
> Follow P4 Second Congress...

Revolutionary Workers’ Journal – Mindanao: A Milestone for the Socialist Revolution in the Philippines

The Revolutionary
Workers’ Journal – Mindanao (RWJ-M) is an official Party Journal of the Revolutionary Workers
Party – Mindanao (RPM-M). Strategic and important ideological theories of the Party will be
RPM-M Second Con- 11 discussed in the Journal. It will also contain the current reading of the Party with regards to the
gress Messages of
national and world situations. The official communiqués and Statements of the Fourth InternaSupport
tional to which RPMM is the Philippine section will be published in the RWJ-M as well.
RPMM: GPH-RPMM
Peace Talk Updates
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20 Indeed, the publication of this Journal is a sign that RPM-M/RWP-M has reached a new and
higher stage of its democratic reform movement and in anti-capitalist/imperialist struggles in
Mindanao in particular and the Philippines in general.

The Revolutionary Workers’ Journal—Mindanao

RWJM
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NEW SITUATION, NEW CHALLENGES, A STRENGTHENED PARTY
The Rebolusyonaryong Partido ng
Manggagawa – Mindanao (RPMM)
or the Revolutionary Workers’ Party
– Mindanao has weathered organizational, ideological and political
storms. It will soon be ten (10) years
since it was established (May 1,
2001) and it has grown to a level of
strengths and maturity tempering its
members and the leadership bodies
and contributing to small victories
with the toiling masses along the
way.

The task of rectifying the almost stopping to the direction of right opthree decades then of practicing left portunism and correctly called this
opportunism/adventurism
in
the act as surrender of the Party leaderParty where life and methods of ship to the bourgeois rule as repreworks had been mainly underground sented by the current government.
could not be easily done without at And without delay, the Mindanao
the same time exposing oneself to leadership had called a Party Conan extreme ideological pendulum gress for all its members and disswing of right opportunism. And this cussed the matter at hand – building
was the experience of the formation a new Party – the RPMM. Learning
of the Rebolusyonaryong Partido ng from ideological and political errors
Manggagawa – Pilipinas (RPMP) of the two parties it has engaged in,
which the RPMM before had been it decided to continue its socialist
RPMM has come a long way from very active in its founding and the struggle as seen in the current develthe Maoist and Stalinist origin which early stage of the formation of the opments of both the world and the
has seen the country as still a semi- RPMP.
country. It has continued to adopt the
feudal and semi-colonial country and While the RPMP had been strength- correct implementation of the transitherefore the task of a revolutionary ening itself and feeling the ground – tional program of the Party which are
Party is to launch a national/new de- contesting it with the
mocratic revolution with socialist per- Communist Party of
“The RPMM has not only
spective through the people’s pro- the Philippines (CPP)
continued in building and strengthening
tracted war which would evolve in the Maoist and Stalinits organization based in Mindanao but
difficult stages and are geared to- ist Party referred earhas also reached
wards a strategic direction of encir- lier, it (RPMP) had
out
for
all
the Mindanaoans in all
cling the cities from the countrysides. been carried away by
parts
of the country
The main form of struggle for this the so-called positive
eventually fulfilling its
Party is the armed struggle and eve- signs
manifested
national character.”
rything else is secondary and in sup- when it had opened
port for the advancement of the itself to other forms of
armed revolution. Any modification or struggles in the conadjustment to this kind of framework text of its correct reading of the cur- democratic struggles and reforms in
is considered revisionist, reformist or rent Philippine situation. Most of its the context of the holistic struggle
counter-revolutionary. And for more leadership coming from the under- against imperialism in its current
than four decades and more than ground had difficulties in adjusting to forms.
40,000 lives lost the masses which it the new revolutionary framework it The RPMM has not only continued in
claims to represent have not seen or had adopted and in the process of building and strengthening its organieven tasted an ounce of victory. And breathing fresh and new air (so to zation based in Mindanao but has
worst is that, this Party has refused speak) it had breathed in also the also reached out for all the Minto see and understand what has bourgeois air. And within less than danaoans in all parts of the country
been happening around the world two years of its existence, the leader- eventually fulfilling its national charespecially in the countries where it ship of the RPMP had signed a acter. And what has strengthened
has based its ideology – China and peace agreement with the Philippine the RPMM in all these revolutionary
the former USSR. It has criticized all government without its members activities is the international dimenof them as reformist and revisionist knowing and understanding the im- sion of its struggle. Fighting imperialas if saying it is the only Party stand- plications of such political act.
ism in one’s country can be and only
ing.
The Mindanao leadership of the be effective if it is done together with
The RPMM has strongly criticized
this left opportunism/adventurism
and helped in the formation of a
revolutionary party which would understand the country and the world in
a dialectical and materialist frame.
REVOLUTIONARY
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RPMP had tried to question and discuss such incorrect line and the blatant violation of not consulting the
membership of the Party and the
leadership had totally ignored such
points raised. The Mindanao leadership believed that there would be no
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other
progressives
and
anticapitalist/imperialist
organizations
and parties in the world. We should
fight global capitalism and at the
same time build socialism globally.
RPMM’s membership with the Fourth
International has helped a lot in both.
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The Revolutionary Peoples’
Army
(RPA)
successfully concluded its 2nd
Military Conference
and
Combatant
Retraining at Camp Ceilo, one of the major
camps of the RPA in Central Mindanao. The two
month-long successive activities were aimed at
strengthening the organizational and military
capabilities of the RPA to facilitate smooth and
effective functioning of all its commands and to
maintain and ensure the Pol-Mil capabilities and
readiness of the organization in order to effectively fulfill to the various needs of the different
areas and fronts.
The 2nd Military Conference was
called upon by the Central Committee of the
RPM-M as stated in its second Congress and
Mindanao Operational Command (MOC), the
leadership body of the RPA in order to, among
others, review the framework and basic documents of the RPA, assess its conduct and concrete victories and shortcomings, elect a fresh
set of leadership, and come up with a strategic
plan for the next couple of years. It was attended
by 35 cadre-representatives from different RPA
fronts in the cities, towns and countryside communities of Mindanao. The representatives were
a mixture of Indigenous Peoples, Bangsamoro

people, and the majority nationality.
Right after
the military conference, a POL-MIL
training followed.
The training was
organized and managed by the RPA’s Politico-Militar Academy
(PMA). It was participated in by several platoons of units from RPA regular, local militias
and Partisan Units from different fronts and
districts. These participants of the retraining are
expected to become the instructors when the
retraining will be replicated in their respected
fronts. Among others, the retraining focused on
the discussion and actual conduct of the Revolutionary Mass Movement, RPA’s code of Ethics
and Conduct, RPA’s Police Function, Rules of
War (Landmine Ban Commitment- continuity of
the previous workshop facilitated by Geneva
Call a Switzerland based institution, Ceasefire
Commitment, etc ) and a review of RPA’s Military Strategy and Tactics and the participants’
Military Skills during the defensive period of the
revolutionary
forces and during the peace
talks period.
These
new successes
of the RPA are
dedicated to the

RPM-M Reaffirms its Commitment Against Gender-Based
Violence
As the year 2010 ends, RPM-M once again re-affirms girls and other gender especially during conflict.
its all-out commitment in advancing the campaign
This is expected to be manifested in their organizaagainst any form of gender based violence inflicted
tional documents, manifesto, communiqué and plan
upon any individual, especially during armed conflict.
of activities in advancing the protection against all
This pronouncement was declared internationally forms of gender based violence.
when a four (4) -member delegation from the RPM-M
It was the previous engagement of the RPM-M with
leadership and members of the Women’s Bureau
Geneva Call who banners in the campaign to BAN
attended a workshop on ‘Protection of Women and
the use of Land Mines and Personnel Guided Bombs
Girls during Armed Conflict’ which was sponsored by
that RPM-M came to know Geneva Call. It was in this
Geneva Call and which was held in Geneva, Switzerengagement that RPM-M has signed an international
land.
covenant of mitigating the human cost of war by banThis activity was one of the regional workshops ning land mines and the use of anti-personnel guided
among workshops all over the world to be conducted land mines. This gender based violence workshop is
by the Geneva Call—specifically Asian Regional the Party’s second engagement with Geneva Call,
Group that involves Non_State Actors as participants. came after a representative of Geneva Call visits one
It was participated by six different revolutionary or- of the camp of RPM-M to personally conduct a workganizations from different countries of Asia. The work- shop on banning land mines.
shop was carefully crafted especially by its expert
For RPM-M, the GBV workshop was a welcome opfacilitators where participants, as non state actors,
portunity for the Party to realize that its commitment to
were made to unanimously define what gender based
mitigate gender based violence has an international
-violence really means and many more workshop
dimension. Thus pledging commitment to mitigate the
sessions which ended in a verbal agreement to work
occurrence of gender based violence within the revofully in the realization of full protection of women and
REVOLUTIONARY
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over-all furtherance of the struggles of the peoples in Mindanao. According to Ka Raul, the
Director of the RPA-PMA, despite the ceasefire
agreement signed by the GRP and the RPMM, to
which the RPA binds itself, the whole RPA organization should, by every inch and every minute, be ready to take on any obstacle that will
hinder the peoples’ democratic and antiimperialist struggles. This is in the light of the
reality that in
Mindanao, much
of the threats
against the peoples’ rights and
rightful struggles
come not just
from the state
and its formal
instruments, but from other actors such as warlords, local capitalists, foreign corporations and
their minions and corrupt government officials,
to name only some.
In a message read by Ka Joshua of the
Executive Committee of the RPMM, the leadership and the entire membership of the RPMM
congratulated and saluted the graduates of the
RPA-PMA batch 2010. He further read that the
sharpening of the graduates’ consciousness and
skills will be instrumental in our successful
struggle for socialism in Mindanao, in the Philippines and the world.
RWJM Military Affairs Correspondent

lutionary organization and its sphere of influence
among the masses is not a difficult decision. Even
without the workshop, RPM-M has already exercised
and doing efforts to mitigate all forms of gender based
-violence against humanity especially among women
and girls, not only during conflict but at all times possible. This is manifested in its conduct of all types of
engagements within and outside of its organization,
documents and even political machineries under its
control and influence. The Party even encourages its
units to set up open machineries to attend to victims
of such type of violence.
Part of the workshop result, the Party through its
representatives was able to formulate a one year plan
on how to popularize and hasten information and
dissemination on GBV within the Party organization
and its mass base. It was also agreed that the group
is open for any future engagement to stepped up the
campaign on the protection of women and girls at the
international level and even to the possibilities of
coming up with a covenant signing regarding gender
based violence…
RPM-M will remain committed to its revolutionary
framework across genders, sectors, peoples and all
oppressed of the world.
- Women’s Bureau

AP G
A EG
E4 4 Congress…
< From P1PRPMM
Second
The oldest comrade welcomed the
delegates from the different field of works, base,
areas and peoples to symbolize inclusiveness
and revolutionary experiences after the singing
of the International and local revolutionary hymn
while comrades from the RPA rendered a salute
and the opening statement by the leadership. It
would later be concluded by the youngest comrade who had attended the Congress. This is to
symbolize the knowledge and lessons learned
after the last Congress are and will be the guiding light of a new hope that will inspire everybody

after the second Congress.
All of the discussions and debates had
been vibrant and fulfilling despite of the given
circumstances and despite of material and financial limitations not to mention the security considerations that the party has constantly faced. This
just reflects the fact that the party’s goals and
principles were and never will be shaken by any
challenge and difficulties. The review and adop-

tion of the basic party documents have been
based on the present international and national
situations. The Party’s reading and analysis of
the current conditions of the working class had
been the main considerations in framing the
three year program. All of these documents
were discussed, debated and approved democratically.
The Congress, on the other hand,
also elected new set of party leaders. The striking feature of the Congress is, it has elected
young party members to major positions and
entrusted majority of the membership of Central
Committee not just to young party members but
also from the women comrades. This actually
shows that within the party, the role of women
and youth is given value in advancing the socialist revolution. A sign of a strong continuity
and great hope for the young Party to always
move forward.
Electing these people in the position,
however, is not the only act of Congress that
shows how important women and youth are.
Since it also supported the consultations called
by and for women and LGBT (Lesbians, Gays,
Bisexuals, Transgender) members of the party.
These consultations created resolutions and
recommendations for the party to study the
creation of women and LGBT commissions as
well as its corresponding party documents that
will guide each member in strengthening and
organizing the sectors.
Towards the end, the Congress made
concrete actions for three (3) years period. It
adopted recommendations that let the party
engage in informal sector organizing, initiating

gender-sensitivity and gender-awareness
studies, continuation of electoral engagement and pursuing peace talks with the
Philippine government but with lessons
learned and review of the existing peace
mechanisms including the secretariats and
the criteria in having it in the peace talks,
intensifying organizing work with and
among migrant workers, conduct conferences in all lines of work, create propaganda committee, and others which will be
defined by its leadership body.

The Congress ended with challenges addressed to every Party member
that revolutionary works shall be advanced
in all levels and always conscious that it is
the responsibility of all Party members to
advance socialist revolution, in whatever
circumstance and wherever such event is
unfolded and whenever the opportune
moment favorable to socialism comes.
RPMM Information Bureau

Workshop on Anti-Personnel Mines Held in RPA Camp
September 2010 – A month after
Rebolusyonaryong Partido ng Manggagawa – Mindanao held its 2nd
Party Congress, it launched a twoday workshop on Anti-Personnel
Mines among its key Revolutionary
Peoples Army partisan and countryside units’ cadres. Held in Camp
Usman, it was participated by more
or less 35 persons representing the
RPA base and units all over Mindanao. Also human right and peace
advocates were invited and joined
the said workshop.

Chris Rush at Camp Usman
Discussing Anti-Personnel Mines with
RPMM and RPA elemebts.

REVOLUTIONARY

tion and total ban of anti-personnel paign. International Humanitarian
mines.
Law was also discussed

RPM-M signed the covenant on the
ban of the Anti-Personnel Mines of
non-State actors joining hundreds of
revolutionary and armed groups all
over the world last year 2003 at Geneva, Switzerland as its concrete
expression in the struggle for the
welfare of the civilian populace.
According to RPA, even before the
party inked the said covenant, the
party and RPA already stopped and
denounced the use of anti-personnel
It was launched through the collabo- mines.
ration between the RPMM and the
Geneva Call, an NGO based in Ge- During the workshop facilitated by
neva, Switzerland which is much Chris Rush of Geneva Call, it beknown on its campaign and advo- came known to the RPA and some
cacy among non-State armed actors invited human rights and Peace acin conflict in the protection of civil- tivist institutions the important reian in all forms of armed confronta- sponsibility of RPM-M in the cam-

WORKERS’
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RPA partisans, regular guerillas, and
local militia units expressed through
creative drama how they understood
and interpreted the whole workshop
that filled with music and theatrical
acts.
RPM-M, while in a peace talk with
the Government of the Republic of
the Philippines is also a signatory of
the Anti-Mine covenant in the country.

The RPAs at Camp Cielo
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Fourth International Comrades
participated the RPMM Second
Congress
Comrades from the Dutch and
French Sections of the Fourth International braved the challenging terrains towards Camp Usman where
the Second Congress of the Rebolusyonaryong Partido ng Manggagawa – Mindanao was held.
The comrades reached the
entry point conquering the challenges
in their travel from the urban center
with only a flash light that served as
the vehicle’s light against the dark

highway. The car that was arranged
by comrades to pick them up was
used to response emergency situation
in a community.
At the camp, though struggling - the food, muddy and slippery
venue, uncertain atmosphere, the language, etc - but they were able to survive and share inspirations during the
Congress. Fourth International comrades Ponka of the SAP – The Netherlands and Roman of the NAP France shared their revolutionary
wishes and solidarity through the
messages and in joining the historic
moment of the RPMM.

5

Their presence inspired the
masses, the revolutionary forces present in the Congress and the RPMM
as a whole.
RPMM is a member of the
Fourth International as its concrete
expression of its internationalist character. No real socialism without internationalism, and only in the togetherness in action of all progressive, anti-capitalist/imperialist organizations and parties that is socialism possible.
–RWJM

RPMM Inspired and Determined: Intensify Socialist Revolution!
Resolutions from the Rebolusyonaryong
Partido ng Manggagawa – Mindanao second congress to advance and intensify its
political and revolutionary conduct is a
work-in-progress. A
heavy and difficult
task to carry, but the
cadres and militants
of the party decided
to pursue the socialist
revolution in its area
of operation in the
country
and
the
world. By strengthening its party units
and machineries, the
members were resolved to go on the next
level of struggles.
Regional, territorial, provincial,
district and other conferences were held
before this writing. Cadres and militants of
the RPMM are inspired in carrying out the
tasks – inside the party and to the society.
In its combination of the reform and revolution as an approach, the thin line between the legal and underground line of
works is a risk.
Knowing that, only the conscious
and militant masses would eventually fulfill the realization of the revolution,
RPMM in the moment that revolutionary
situation is in the ebb, the revolutionary
forces must be prepared. Thus, Revolutionary Mass Movement as a framework is
a comprehensive outlook and strategy of
REVOLUTIONARY
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the Party to carry out the revolutionary
task. RPMM acknowledges the importance
of all arenas and venues to advance the
democratic, anti-capitalist and antiimperialist struggles of the masses while
sowing the seeds of socialism by the alternatives being laid down and through the
little victories of the masses. So, the
mindset that a single approach will bring
the revolution into triumph is not only a
political default to say the least. The worst
is bringing the masses to a total perdition
and inspiring them with false hope. It is
clear enough that these struggles should
not go separate way with the revolutionary
line of seizing the political power and
bringing down the current ruling system
while building socialism in the process.
These conferences are only part
of the over-all program of the Party. Deployment of cadres in the Islands of
Visayas and Luzon has been carried out
and
while
consistent to
the
Party’s
International
work. ―Our
Revolution is Election for Regional Officers
not for a par- thru Secret Ballot
ticular nation,
but it is for all of the oppressed and exploited anywhere in the world‖, the new
leadership said.
Also, in these conferences, leadership of the party organs and units have
been democratically elected and autonoJOURNAL —MINDANAO

mous program and plan with particularities
in the context in line with the over-all
Party program in the area were drawn out,
presentation of the Party documents approved by the congress not limited to the
Constitution and
By Laws and the
Party Tasks and
Programs.
Currently,
RPMM
leadership and its
organs are also
launching
summing ups and reviews of its engagements and the different
lines of work aimed to learn from lessons
and strengthen more with vigor and commitment.
It should be noted that RPMM is
in a peace talk with the past Arroyo government and has been preparing for the
peace talks with the new Aquino administration. For the RPMM, peace talk is an
integral part of its strategy in the context
of achieving democratic and comprehensive reforms and in building socialism in
the context of the global and national
situations.
Inspired and Determined: Learn,
lead and live with the masses!
Arman Salvador
RWMJ Correspondent
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During the time in the congress of the Rebolusyonaryong Partido ng Manggagawa wherein various
discussion points were raised to help
further intensify and realized the socialist revolution that the party is waging. As part of its democratic process,
each sectoral representations and
peoples’ representations were given
the time to discuss various issues
and what suggestions they could give
to the party in general that could help
intensify its political works.
Violence and discrimination is everywhere, it can happen at any degree
of intensity. It is very well manifested
in the mainstream capitalist system.
The influence of the mainstream capitalist that gave birth to the patriarchal
mentality as well the mindset of the
people, manifests itself in the kind of
practice, the kind of tolerance and the
kind of submissiveness that the party
would want to change-and it is a
greater task for party members considering the kind of culture with respect to the Philippine and Mindanao
context. That is why in the second
congress of the Rebolusyonaryong

Partido ng Manggagawa, these con- LGBT situation in Lumad communicerns have been deliberated, dis- ties, Bangsamoro communities, and
cussed and debated. The women and the Majority Filipino communities. In
the LGBT sector would want to this sense, we will all have a grasped
stress, that as party members, strict on the kind or degree of intensity of
observance of the party principles their struggle and base our actions to
against discrimination, domestic vio- the material conditions of the society
lence and any forms of patriarchal or communities.
opportunism against women
and LGBT should be criti- ―The women and the LGBT sector would
want to stress, that as party members,
cized with no excuses on its
application or observance strict observance of the party principles
either among party mem- against discrimination, domestic violence
bers to party members or and any forms of patriarchal opportunism
party members to non-party against women and LGBT should be critimembers, including in the cized with no excuses on its application
guerilla wing and to other
or observance…‖
line of duties. Therefore,
tolerance to this kind of violence should be abhorred and corrected basing from party principles. In In general, this gathering gave a
this sense we would be trying to real- greater impact among the women
ize socialist gender perspective.
and the LGBT and chances to further
understand their struggles for the full
To further understand the very con- realization of a socialist society.
text of women and LGBT struggles,
the women sectors and the LGBT -Ina Tecson Molina
sectors of the party were asked to
prepare a document. A document
that would discuss the women and

Gender Conferences and Consultations on the go...
In response to the resolutions during the RPMM/RPWM
Second Congress to formulate and
expound in writing its Women and
LGBT ideological orientations/
framework based on the theories
that we have the concrete experiences particularly in the complex
Mindanao and the Philippines contexts in the current capitalist culture
domination. These documents will
guide the Party in its revolutionary
task to liberate women and LGBTs
from oppression along with the
over-all struggle against capitalist
domination. The Party is very clear
and conscious in its principles and
in practice of gender sensitivity, but
there remains a need for clear and
concrete demands in the local and
international context in advancing
REVOLUTIONARY
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in all arenas of struggle and in ar- groups in Asia in drafting a coveticulations.
nant in its commitment to women
The women and LGBT comrades protection in times of conflict situahad series of consultations and de- tion and peace time. It was organbates on this particular matter. It is ized by Geneval Call in Geneva,
expected that Women Commission Switzerland last December 2010
and LGBT Commission will en- and part of the Party’s commitment
courage more militant cadres from to humanity, same with its committhe masses and activists that will ment to denounce anti-personnel
articulate the revolutionary frame- and command-detonated mines rework of the RPM-M and firstly will newed in 2009.
craft the document and organize a
Women Conference and LGBT
Conference. In the time of struggle
for reforms and democratic rights
of the masses, gender concerns
must not be set aside but instead
pushed more with more clarity and
unity.

Summing ups of different lines of
work were also held and stressing
of organizational, ideological and
political were identified. To carry
out the transitional program of the
Party, these initiatives are necessary
and important in its over-all revolutionary framework.
RPMM/RWPM joined with other –RWJM January 2011.
JOURNAL —MINDANAO
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RPMM Leadership Honored Martyrs and
Welcomed Delegates to the 2nd Congress

“All of these successes were attained because of the comrades in
the leadership and all the responsiHONOR OUR DEPARTED
ble comrades in all lines of work.
COMRADES: SOW SOCIALISM NOW!
And also because of the comrades
Revolutionary greetings to all the three people
who sacrificed their lives to
from different areas and from all lines of work,
strengthen and continue the
from underground to legal machineries, as well
revolutionary struggle.”
as to the two comrades from Fourth International
(FI) from the sections of France and Netherlands
who attended the congress. Let me speak in focus on the importance of this congress in our
struggle. The first congress of Rebolusyonaryong Partido ng Manggagawa-Mindanao (RPMM) was held last 2001. Such congress should be
held every three years. Unfortunately, because
of the experiences of hardship of the party since
that year, it is just now that we successfully hold
the second congress.

For
almost
nineteen
years the rectification campaign
of
RPMM
against
left
opportunism
and adventurism of the
RPA Elements in formation preparing Stalinist and
for the singing of The International
Maoist Party
during the RPMM Second Congress.
(CPP-NPANDF) had been a success. And the rectification
of the right opportunism orientation and practices
of the Rebolusyonaryong Partido ng Manggagawa ng Pilipinas – Revolutionary Peoples’
Army/Alex Bongcayao Brigade (RPMP-RPA/
ABB) has been corrected and sustained. These
lessons and learnings have become the opportune moment of the Party to look into and face
the new situation of the country and the global
context facing the crisis in ecology, politics and
economy. These new situations have helped the
Party in identifying new effective strategies and
methods and appropriate tactics in advancing
socialist revolution. All of these successes were
attained because of the comrades in the leaderREVOLUTIONARY
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ship and all the responsible comrades in all lines
of works. And also because of the comrades
who sacrificed their lives to strengthen and continue the revolutionary struggle.
May I ask everyone to please take a one (1) minute silence to remember all of those comrades
as form of our thanksgiving/tribute and salute to
their selfless contribution to the revolution?
Thank you.
Those comrades became the inspiration of all of
the party members to continue the struggle and overcome all the
hindrances that
we faced. I also
would like to
recognize and
say thanks to
the efforts of
RPMM Second Congress delegates
those
who listening to the Congress Opening
composed the Message
Preparation
Committee as well as the attendance and contribution of all the delegates for making this dream
into a reality. Thank you very much and welcome
to the success of holding this congress of ours.
Long live RPMM!
Long live RPA!
Long live the three people of Mindanao!
Long Live Internationalism!

_________________________
This is the Opening Message of Comrade Carlos Armado on the
occasion of the RPMM/RWPM Second Congress last August
2010 at Camp Usman, Mindanao. Comrade Carlos Armado is a
member of the Central and Executive Committee of the Party.
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Rebolusyonaryong Partido ng Manggagawa—Mindanao (RPM-M)
Revolutionary Peoples’ Army (RPA)
RPM-M Peace Panel
________________________________________________________________
On the GPH-RPMM Peace Talks:
A Presentation for the 6th Mindanao Peoples’ Peace Summit
The Peace Panel and Peace Committee of the RPMM, including the entire membership of the Party and the whole force
of the RPA, is deeply honored to be invited to this gathering in order to share our small contribution to our collective
quest for genuine peace.
Although originally, we desired to send a member of the Peace Panel or of the Peace Committee of the RPMM to this
very important gathering, but security issues and fortuitous events in the areas are hindering us from being physically
present.
Despite our physical absence, we convey our liberating greetings to all the participants from the three peoples of Mindanao, to the guests and to the comrades in this journey in searching for peace in Mindanao.
Also, our salute to the Mindanao Peoples’ Peace Movement (MPPM), and to its membership, for launching this 6 th Mindanao Peoples’ Peace Summit. This continuing gathering since 1999 is a testament that the active participation of the
oppressed peoples is one of the strongest foundations in building a society of peace and justice.
The engagement of the RPMM into a Peace Talks with the Government of the Philippines (GPH) is historical. It was a
product of the Ideological liberation and reorientation of the composition of the Party from the rigid thought and line of the
old Party to which we formerly belong: the Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP). Further, the framework of the
Party in relation to the Peace Talks was much influenced by our traumatic experience when we were still part of the Rebolusyonaryong Partido ng Manggagawa – Pilipinas (RPMP).
It should be remembered that majority of the leading cadres and first membership of the RPMM came from the former
Central Mindanao Region (CMR) of the CPP that bolted out in 1994 during the historic debate of the Left. The CMR actively joined in the reunification of the Left in 1998 forming the RPMP, but made a split in May 1, 2001 after the Peace
Panel hastily and traitorously signed a Final Peace Agreement with the GHP without exhaustive discussions and due
consultations within the Party.
As a result of the experiences and rejection of what we called as “old thought”, where Peace Work and other forms of
struggle are always secondary only to the Armed Struggle, the RPMM considers Peace Work as equally important to
other forms of struggles in pushing for genuine peace and social development.
For the RPMM, Peace Work has a strategic role to the whole revolutionary struggle towards the democratic, collective
and rightful change of the society, especially in Mindanao. Peace Talks, for its part as one of the specific forms of Peace
Work, is an effective paradigm for the eventual awareness rising of the peoples in relation to their situation. This model is
aimed at making the peoples take hold of their future in their own hands. In this process, the peoples will be conscious
that they are the most important stakeholders of the society. In other words, the RPMM believes that central to the considerations of the Peace Talks is the welfare and interest of the peoples and masses, so that the Party considers them
an inalienable component of the talks through Barangay Consultations.
After several phases of backdoor exploratory talks, the Philippine Government released memorandum Order (M.O.) No.:
108 last July 19, 2004 which created the Government Panel mandated to engage the RPMM into a formal peace talks.
The first GPH Panel was headed by former Iligan City Mayor Atty. Franklin Quijano. RPMM for its part created its own
Peace Panel composed of Anisa Bolusan as Panel Head and Armando Orbis and Frederick Montis as Panel Members.
The RPMM also released its General Framework on Peace and Development wherein RPMM stipulated its framework in
engaging into the Talks. The essential points of the said framework are as follows:
Pre-Confidence Building Stage
1. Rice cake production project for former cadres and former combatants in Maguindanao;
2. Grant for two public utility jeepneys that will operate in Cotabato City; and
3. Assistance for copra marketing project in Lanao del Norte.
>> follow P9 RPMM Updates on Peace Talks...
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<< From P8 RPMM Peace Talks Updates...
b. Confidence Building Stage
1. Clearing of two cadres/combatants in the order of battle of the AFP and dismissal of cases filed against
them;
2. Review of the Peace Agreements of the GRP with other revolutionary groups;
3. Assistance and indemnification of Pikit evacuees affected by the armed-conflict between the Government
and the MILF;
4. Banning of logging operation in North and South Upi within the ancestral domain claim of the TedurayLambangian tribe;
5. Development assistance to the 100 barangays as impact communities
c. Substantive Stage
According to the framework of the RPMM, the entry into the Substantive Stage is a product of an acceptable and satisfying consummation of the Confidence Building Stage. The RPMM is firm that the process cannot be cut short. Thus, any
talks on disarmament and demobilization of the armed component of the Party is the last matter to be tackled and cannot be made as pre-conditions to the talks.
Presently, the following are the Top General Points that the RPMM will put on the table during the Substantive Talks. It
has a separate document explaining each item.
1. The Pre-confidence Building Stage and the Confidence Building Stage are acceptably accomplished.
2. Unconditional recognition of the Right to Self-Determination of the Bangsamoro and the Lumad, and even to other
tribes in the country asserting such right.
3. Widespread structural reforms in governance in Mindanao, especially in economy, politics and elections.
4. In-placed mechanisms towards the realization of the right to decent living.
5. In-placed mechanisms for sufficient and decent work for the workers, including the Overseas Filipino Workers
(OFWs).
6. Revitalization of the rural economy that is based on the needs of the people.
7. Environmental and Ecological Protection.
Last December 2004, one of the three pre-confidence building measures was completed. In the confidence building
stage, 87 barangays out of the total 104 identified and consulted impact barangays were given various projects and economic activities with the help of foreign donors.
Since the beginning of the GPH-RPMM talks, there are already six (6) documents that were signed. These are the following:
A. Signed at the Macaraeg-Macapagal Ancestral house in Iligan City last 2004 during the First Round of Formal Talks:
1. Commitment to pursue peace and development;
2. Rules of conduct on formal round of talks;
3. Rules of conduct on local consultations;
B. Signed in 2005 during the 2nd Round of Formal Talks in Cagayan de Oro City.
1. Agreement on Cessation of Hostilities;
C. Signed in 2006 during the 3rd Round of Formal Talks in Cagayan de Oro City.
1. Guidelines on the implementation of the Agreement on Cessation of Hostilities; and,
2. Joint Resolution to pursue peace and development
The engagement of RPMM in the Peace Talks with the government is not without interruptions and challenges. The
Party had major internal debates despite the fact that the framework was already thoroughly discussed prior to the formal engagement with the GPH. Because of this, Anisa Bolusan resigned as Panel Head for the RPMM and was replaced by Moniva Pascual. The RPMM also declared a Unilateral Suspension of the Talks when former President Gloria
Macapagal-Arroyo declared a State of National Emergency. There was also a campaign launched by the Armed Forces
of the Philippines (AFP) in the form of massive intelligence operations in the impact Barangays which alarmed the local
inhabitants. The composition of the GPH Panel also underwent various changes that somehow disrupted the flow of the
Talks.
>>cont’n on P10...
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<< from P 8-9 RPMM Updates on Peace Talks...
The Call for Substantive Talks
The government has been actively sending feelers to the leadership of the RPMM for the substantive Stage to commence. But for the RPMM, the Talk is still on the Substantive Stage. The bases of this position is based on the framework that the barometer for the Talks to move forward is its concrete effect to the grassroots in the community and
barangay level, because from the very start they are the stakeholders of the talks. Further, the effect to the impact barangays will form part of the bases as to how the process should continue.
With this new Administration of President Aquino III, the entire organization of the RPMM, including its armed component
the RPA, is open to continue what has been started with the Peace Talks. Proof of this is our faithful following with the
provisions of the signed ceasefire agreement in order to preserve the gains of the Talks and to show the sincerity of the
entire revolutionary movement.
However, the Talk should start where it stopped. Also, the review on all mechanisms, impact projects and output should
continue.
The experience of the RPMM in the Peace Talks is one of the proofs as to how complicated the struggle for genuine
peace and justice. On the other hand, this also proves that if the oppressed peoples will collectively sow the seeds of
peace and justice in our communities, surely it will grow and bear fruit in the near future.
Thank you very much and long live the Lumad, Bangsamoro and the majority nationality!
(Sgd) Armando Orbis
RPMM Peace Panel
Camp Cielo
December 11, 2010
---------------------------------------This speech was read by a member of the Peace Talks Secretariat during the 6 th Mindanao Peoples’ Peace Summit
(MPPM) held last December 12-16, 2010 at Nuro, Upi, Maguindanao. The RPMM was invited by the organizers in order
to give updates on its peace process with the Government of the Philippines. Other organizations and institutions such
as the Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF), the National Democratic Front of the Philippines and the Office of the Presidential Adviser on the Peace Process (OPAPP) were also present.

RPM-M Regional Conferences
and Cadre’s
Re-affirmation of Membership

RPM-M/RPA Military
Conference
RPA on its 16th year—March 18,
2011 of Revolutionary Service

RPA forces during
the Politico-Militar
Academy (PMA)
Training at Camp
Cielo.
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Revolutionary Peoples Army (RPA)
National Operational Command
______________________________________
A warm and revolutionary greetings to the Rebolusyonaryong Partido ng Manggagawa-Mindanao (RPMM)
from the Revolutionary Peoples’ Army (RPA) on the occasion
its Second Congress!
The Revolutionary Peoples’ Army (RPA) has been
very consistent and firm in the adherence to its plans and programs, policies and conduct of discipline of the Party as manifested in its correct political leadership within the ranks of its
army. Being a Peoples’ Army of the Party and a staunch defender of the tri-peoples (Bangsamoro, Lumad and Majority
settlers) in Mindanao, it is ever ready to protect the peoples and
Party from the different possible forms of attack and threats
that the ruling class and state might launch. Nevertheless, the
army is also prepared to protect itself from other groups who
profess themselves as the only genuine and true revolutionaries.
Our high salutes to the Party because despite of all the obscurity and organizational squabble it went through, it remains
tough and persistent up to the realization of this second congress. This congress conceives a new historical milestone that

Brave New Blood: A Reflection
It was a dark evening and we were walking in a winding
and slippery trail passing through a small stream with
sharp stones that must have been carved by the water for
several years and if you accidentally fall and smash your
body on them, something not good will be inevitable to hit
you. We didn’t know how long we were going to but the
direction was going uphill, to the camp. It was, indeed, a
long and tiring journey but the excitement felt by every
comrade eases the pain in everyone’s leg. It was already
late in the evening when we arrived in the place yet
the warm welcoming mood by the comrades was still felt.
The fresh air, the smile in the face of every comrade, the
sweet sound of the birds, the melody of progressive
songs, the waving red flag struck by the sunrays as we
sung the International and the Lupang Sinira was always
the flavor of the five mornings before the daily session
started during the 2nd RPMM Congress in Camp Usman.
It’s not by accident that I described the two contrasting
situation. They, for me, perfectly signify the beginning and
the success of revolution. The dark and difficult journey
signify our struggle where we have to go through a lot of
challenges and uncertainties especially that the state and
the other left are crushing us and the capitalist aggression is widespread affecting every corner of the society
while the beautiful morning is our cherished dreams, our
REVOLUTIONARY
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symbolizes the battle-tested and iron-like strength of the Party
where it will give its mandate to the election of its new leadership. It is also in this congress that amendments and ratification
of its constitution and by-laws and programs will take place
that paves the way for the struggle for a socialist revolution.
Therefore, whatever significant events and activities the Party
will undertake, the RPA will always assist and support its success. We wish to convey our immense happiness and heartfelt
thanks to all the comrades who in one way or the other have
made this second congress a reality. We strongly believe that
this is just a part of the consolidation process of the Party and its
members for a more developed and in-depth strategies in our
struggle and journeying together towards the road to a socialist
society.
LONG LIVE THE SECOND CONGRESS OF THE RPMM!
LONG LIVE THE RPA!
LONG LIVE THE TRI-PEOPLES IN MINDANAO!
LONG LIVE TO ALL THE COMRADES!
RAUL FAUSTINO
REVOLUTIONARY PEOPLES’ ARMY
NATIONAL OPERATIONAL COMMAND

dreamed society. Though it cannot be achieved by just
an overnight struggle, to aspire for a free, just and peaceful society, it obliges us to do our tasks.
In its 9 years of existence, the Revolutionary Workers’ Party
-Mindanao has surpassed challenges and hardships. The
2nd congress proved that the party stands still bringing with
it the socialist revolution of the exploited people. The congress provided venue to review its basic documents, to fix
its structures, and to craft concrete actions based on the
concrete situation. It was indeed another great leap toward
achieving its goal.
However, the great leap entails great challenges and to
overcome the challenges, the fresh and young blood of activist and revolutionaries are needed. And so, along with the
great leap of the party is youth section’s commitment to advance the socialist revolution of the oppressed workers and
bravely accepted the challenge to strengthen the struggle
toward victory.
Anthony Bonifacio
Member
RPMM Youth Commission
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Revolutionary Peoples’ Army (RPA) on the Sec- from the underground and aboveground cadres. A
ond Congress of the Rebolusyonaryong Partido ng vigorous and active participation among the participants was extremely observed especially during the
Manggagawa-Mindanao (RPMM)
discussions and debates over the important Party
The success of the second congress of the
documents. This was even intensified during the
Rebolusyonaryong Partido ng Manggagawa - Min- election wherein the congress has to elect the new
danao (RPMM) held towards the last week of Aucentral leadership who will then carry out its plans
gust and first week of September 2010 at Camp Usand programs until the next congress is called.
man, signified a true, vibrant and ever dynamic
The Comelec has laid down the mechanics
Party. The success of the said congress can be atand guidelines for a smooth election process. Detributed to the unwavering support and dynamic comocratic centralism was highly observed as an esoperation of all the units and members of the Party
sential process of the Party’s organizational princidown from its lowest organs up to the highest orples that was not felt by the comrades when they
gans and vice versa.
were still with the Communist Party of the PhilipThe central leadership served and acted as
pines (CPP). The election of the new central leaderthe preparatory committee that oversaw the whole
ship came out as a perfect combination of a new and
preparations and even up to the actual conduct of
old generation of Party members where women are
the congress. Pre-congresses and meetings were
equally represented so with good representations
likewise conducted within and among its major arfrom the LGBT, tri-people, territorial units and the
eas and Party units. RPMM’s Constitution and Byarmy. Everyone was indeed very happy and satisfied
laws along with its transitional programs were tackwith the election results as it was done through seled so that everyone could actively participate in the
cret balloting.
discussion and debate during the actual congress.
Two comrades from Europe who are memOn the other hand, it was worthwhile to acbers of the Fourth International (FI) – Comrade Joel
knowledge the immense and significant role of the
from France and Comrade Ponka from the Netherarmy as comrades performed crucial functions durlands have personally attended and observed the
ing the whole duration of the congress, from the
whole process of the congress. Both have actively
preparation of the venue (installing structures such
participated in the whole process and have shared
as session hall, sleeping quarters, kitchen, stocktheir brilliant ideas and opinions. They also comroom, bathrooms, comfort rooms, and etc.), also the mended all the comrades for the success and great
carrying and hauling of the supplies, installation of
efforts for the realization of the congress. Certainly,
water system and electricity. Moreover, we were
their presence has also boost up the morale and spirit
responsible in identifying the entry and exit points
of those who attended the activity.
of all the delegates for the congress. Most of all was
securing and protecting the whole camp until the
congress was concluded.
LONG LIVE THE SECOND CONGRESS OF
Generally, a smooth and hassle-free entry of
THE RPMM!
delegates and guests was observed. There was clear
LONG LIVE ALL COMRADES!
camp orientation, specifically on the location of the
camp, groupings and tasking of the non-combatants,
scheduling of the whole congress duration and the
security monitoring of the area.
The delegates consisted of a mixed old and
REVO DEL MAR
new generation of Party members where women
Spokesperson
comprised almost half of the delegation and a sigRevolutionary Peoples’ Army (RPA)
nificant number from the LGBT. There was also a
National Operational Command (NOC)
good representation from the tri-people, different
lines of work, territorial units and the army. The
delegates also comprised a good representation
REVOLUTIONARY
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MESSAGE TO THE RPM-M SECOND CONGRESS– Left, and especially from you – because you are
Comrade Roman
a Mindanaoan organization and Mindanao is one

Dear comrades,
Magandang hapon.
I am very happy to be here with you and I wish
to bring you three salutes in one:

region where many issues are expressed in a
very acute form – it constitutes both a quite dangerous and a very rich background for revolutionary activities and thought. Also because you
have undergone an in depth work of programmatic and political re-evaluation since your CPP
times and you have opened the party to new
generations of cadres as the composition and the
debates of this congress show.
As many activists of my generation the
world around, you had to reassess the articulation of various forms and fields of struggles with
changing times, periods and situations. I appreciate the way you did it in a non-sectarian and inventive way. I would especially like to underline
how much your multifaceted experience is of international significance and of importance for the
FI.
Because of your history and roots in Central Mindanao, you always squarely addressed
the issue of the Tripeople, majority nationality,
Moros and Lumads, with a constant aim: to build
crossed solidarities allowing the people of these
three communities to live in peace and fight for
common aims. This experience is especially precious nowadays when, under capitalist globalization, the powers that be use the “divide and rule”
policy even more thoroughly than in the past. To
a large extend, our success or failure in the future will depend on our capacity to oppose cross
solidarities to the divide and rule policy of the
capitalists and imperialists.
The divide and rule policy not only try to
pit a majority nationality against minorities. It
also intends to pit oppressed communities one
against other ones. You have in Central Mindanao a very concrete experience in dealing with
such an issue, because while thoroughly defending the right of self-determination of the Moro,
you also enhance the rights of the Lumads over
their ancestral domains located within Bangsa
Moro boundaries. You defend both selfdetermination rights, while a large part of the
Philippine Left only addresses the Bangsa Moro
one and overlooks the Lumads’. That’s one of
your qualities, and one of the many reasons for
which your experience is so interesting to us.

Being a member of its bureau, a salute
from the Fourth International, which is very
proud of its Philippine section.
As well, a salute of my French organization, the New Anti-Capitalist Party (NAP) – in
French, the Nouveau Parti Anticapitaliste or…
NPA! I am very sorry for the confusion the
French acronym can provoke in the Philippines!
Many links have already been tied between the
RPM-M and the NPA, especially through the
youth.
And I would like to add a more personal
salute to these two official ones, as the Philippines became part of my own political history.
I first came to the Philippines in 1977 – quite a
while ago already! I went to Mindanao (Davao)
the following year. I then traveled through above
ground Nat-Dem networks and could also exchange with a woman from the (Philippine) NPA.
My great sin that year was not to meet anyone
from what would become the CMR – the Central
Mindanao Region of the CPP, which is the ancestor of the present RPM-M. For sure, I should have
stayed a long time in Mindanao to ever have a
chance to reach Central Mindanao comrades…
The many following years, I related with
several trends of the Philippine Left and developed solidarity activities to the Philippine people’s struggle (which was unfortunately disapproved by some CPP dark lords, a sectarian attitude which did not help the strengthening of the
solidarity movement in Europe).
It is only after the great splits of the early
1990s that I eventually met you. The FI had and
keeps good political, solidarity, relations with
several trends in the Philippine Left. But it happens that the latest contact to be established
went the furthest, became the closest when you
decided to join the FI (is this what we call dialectics?). I must say that we are very happy that
you did take such a decision, and I would like to >> follow P15 Message from Comrade Roexplain here why.
man of FI—France Section...
I learnt, we learnt a lot from the Philippine
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Message of Support from Comrade Ponka these issues show flexibility and openness, especially
considering that your party is only nine years old. I
of FI—The Netherlands Section…
hope this congress, due to difficult circumstances only
Dear comrades,
the second in your existence, will serve to consolidate
these elements in your outlook and party. Already the
First of all, let me say how happy I am to be composition of this congress, with an almost fifty-fifty
here. Several European comrades have had the op- composition of male and female participants, can
portunity to visit you here in Mindanao and for me, serve as an example to many other groups.
this is the fourth visit to the Philippines. These visits
In the nine years of its existence, the RPM-M
created links that have led to to several concrete soli- has grown in membership, won substantial support
darity initiatives from Europe with your party. But, and grown real roots in several communities. It is still
and this is important to remember, it was your party a young and relatively small party but your developthat has initiated this process by sending, each year ment in the last years has shown the potential that
and against considerable cost, comrades to Europe to exists for your organization. Also, we should not forparticipate in the youth camps of the Fourth Interna- get the difficult circumstances in which you are forced
tional and various educational activities. These con- to work: confronted with state repression and private
tinuous efforts show two inspiring aspects of the RPM armies as well as the sectarian threats and violence of
-M: your internationalist outlook and your openness the Maoists. These circumstances give your progress
to new ideas and developments, to learn.
and your ability to organize a congress like this extra
Your dedication to international contacts is not weight.
only exceptional in the Philippine left, it is also a great
I think the combination of this growth in difficontribution to the Fourth International: we have a lot cult circumstances and your continuing incorporation
to learn from each other’s experiences and interna- of ’new’ issues like feminism, sexuality and gender
tional meetings are one occasion to do this. Exploita- but also the Tri-People approach to the so-called
tion and oppression are not limited to separate coun- ’Mindanao question’ show you have managed to really
tries, capitalism is international. For us, as interna- connect with the people and their daily struggles. This
tionalists and socialists, its beautiful to see that resis- is visible in the composition of the delegates to this
tance is just as wide-spread as oppression. Just as congress, which is a mix of different cultures and
capitalism is organized on an international level, we generations. Internationally, we are in need of new
also need to be organized internationally. Your mem- generation of young revolutionaries to ensure that
bership in the Fourth International and your dedica- our cause is carried into the future. It’s good to see
tion to international events shows you have drawn that in this aspect, you are also making progress.
practical conclusions from this realization. With the
On a personal note, for me the RPM-M has not
current worldwide economic crisis, the challenges for only been source of inspiration but also of experience
socialists have strongly increased – this means the and learning. I’ll admit to a little ’culture shock’ when
reasons for international cooperation and support I first visited your country and party, coming as I do
have also grown stronger, especially since Asia is one from a background that is in many ways so different.
of the regions in the world where socialists are faced But much more important was the realization that no
with the greatest challenges but also the greatest op- matter how large our cultural differences are, there is
portunities. This international consciousness is also much more that we have in common than what dipresent in your approach to the question of self- vides us. This notion is easy to adopt but international
determination for the different peoples of Mindanao contacts really drive it home.
and your defense of the principle that the right of self
In short, I’m proud that your organization is a
-determination of one group should not interfere with sister organization of mine, Socialist Alternative Polithe rights of another.
tics from the Netherlands. And I speak for my comThe second aspect, the willingness to engage rades back home when I congratulate you on your
with new ideas, is visible in the way you address the progress and express my confidence that this confeminist struggle and the struggles of people with non gress will be a new step forward. To end with, I
-heterosexual identities. Like internationalism, these would like to especially express my thankfulness to
are two issues that have often been shamefully ne- the comrades of your armed wing, the Revolutionary
glected in the Philippine left. Your engagement with Peoples Army. - >> Follow P16 Message from Comrade Ponka...
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<< from P13 Message from Comrade Roman...
With the global ecological crisis, the indigenous people struggle has taken an especially important international significance. Many of them are
people of the forest and the forest is a vital but
threatened component of the common goods of humanity. Here again, we can learn a lot from your
own experience, for example from how your brake
with the old CPP-NPA “commandantist” policies of
ruling above these communities. How you recognize
that the right of self-organization and of political
self-determination of Lumad communities have to
be respected and implemented now, and not be
postponed into a far away future, after the victory
of revolution.
At a time of military globalization, of
“preventive” imperialist wars and of the Bush legacy of “war in permanence”, the struggle for peace,
the building of antiwar movements, have become
key international tasks for progressives. For long,
you have been fully involved in such activities in
Mindanao – a land of wars! –, together with other
groups, and you are probably one of the sections of
the FI with the richer experience in this field. In addition, engaging in peace talks with the government, the RPMM/RPA has elaborated new concepts
and practices: the concerned local communities and
people’s movements have to be direct actors of the
peace process and not simply spectators or hostages of negotiations restricted to armed and governmental forces.
Because of the global ecological crisis, human disasters are becoming even more frequent
and geographically more widespread than before.
For very unfortunate reasons, Mindanao is a territory known for its human disasters provoked by
natural calamities, government incompetence, ruling classes corruptions and wars. For many years
now, RPM-M members have been facing such calamities, mobilizing social networks and people’s
organization to rescue Internal Displaced People
(IDPs) and to defend their rights in times of economic reconstructions. Here again, there is much to
learn for us, in the FI, and for other progressive
movements.
I have one regret: that you do not write on
these issues to transmit internationally your experience and thought – or you write so little. On such
matters, you are of an oral tradition, hindi ba? But
that does not help much for international collectivization of experiences and elaborations. Beyond the
general principles, we have to reflect on concrete
experiences: what did we aim at, how did we do,
what worked, what did not work, why, what lessons
we have drawn from each of these experiences on
building solidarities, building peace, facing disasREVOLUTIONARY
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ters…
One more word concerning armed struggle.
Unlike the previous points, it is today less of universal application: we are not going to establish a
camp Usman in the French Central Mountains and
we are not going to ask you to send us an International Brigade! But it does not mean that the in
depth refection you have engaged on the changing
role of armed struggle in the Philippine context is
not of interest for outsiders. We need to revive our
thought on strategy. This can be done only by comparing various situations – and various concrete
answers given to these various situations. We do
learn of course from movements which are not FI.
But within the FI nowadays, unlike in the past, you
have a unique role in bringing this type of experience into our collective political elaboration.
Speaking of armed forces, I take the chance to
thanks the RPA units for the heavy work done for
camp Usman to be able to receive the many delegates of the RPM-M congress, and to insure our security. This is very much, greatly appreciated. Maraming salamat.
We know that you are living in Mindanao in
a situation of permanent threats, with so many unfriendly armed groups around: army and police,
vigilante and extreme right militias, CAFGU, goons
and private armies of warlords, bandits, kidnappers… name it, you have it! The very sad reality is
that one of the main threat is now coming from former comrades – the CPP-NPA, which engaged in a
deadly sectarian drive after the 90s crisis. We have
actively contributed to impulse an international solidarity campaign against its policy of assassination
and death threats, with some results. But the pressure has to be maintained and more solidarity has
to be offered, while you are facing so many armed
enemies.
We appreciate very much the lessons you have
drawn from the CPP times on the importance of democracy (our democracy, people’s democracy) in
the revolutionary struggle, as well as the importance given to the gender question and women’s
right, the openness the LGBT issue, the place given
to the younger generations, and the growing role
you are playing in the FI (clearly reflected during
the recent world congress).
In times of imperialist globalization, global
ecological crisis and capitalist crisis, internationalism is more needed than ever. With the birth of the
Global Justice Movement the world around, it has
begun to revive. FI organizations have been very
much involved in this broad and multifaceted process.
>> follow P16 Message from Comrade Roman
of FI—France Section...
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<< From P15 Message Roman…
It is our common responsibility to contribute actively to this new wave of internationalism, to root it
deeply in the struggles of people’s movements.
Asia is one of the parts of the world where there are presently many possibilities to extend links
between radical and revolutionary left forces, in an open and non sectarian spirit. In collaboration with
other organizations, like in Pakistan, you are playing a growing role in building such links. It is essential
to consolidate progressive and revolutionary networks in the Asia-Pacific region. We, in the FI, are very
conscious of the importance of this task and we know how much you do to fulfill you responsibilities in
this regard.
Thank you for what you have achieved and thank you for what you will achieve.
Mabuhay ang Internasyonalismo!
Roman
Camp Usman, Mindanao, August 2010
___________________________________________________________________________________
<<From P14 Message from Comrade Ponka...
This aspect of your political work is another difference between the Philippine and the European context
where, fortunately, we have no need for an armed wing. But faced with repression and sectarian violence
in the Philippines, its clear that your decision to maintain an armed organization is completely correct. I
want to thank the comrades from the RPA for their work in preparing and securing this congress. With
comrades with such a dedication to the cause of social justice, organized by a party like the RPM-M, we
can hope for new victories and better days.
I wish you a fruitful and constructive congress and look forward to seeing you all again and hearing news of your successes. Your struggle is our struggle.
Ponka
Camp Usman, Mindanao, August 2010

Greetings from the Comrades in Izquierda Anticapitalista—Spain
Comrades,
We have just received the news that your second conference has been a big success. We would therefore
like to congratulate you on this and the development and growth of your organization.
In the Spanish State we follow with great interest your work in the Philippines and your efforts to build an anticapitalist and revolutionary alternative.
The progress made by your party is an example for all the sections of the Fourth International and the anticapitalist left across the world.
With anticapitalist and internationalist greetings
Izquierda Anticapitalista
(Anticapitalist Left, Spanish State)
21 September 2010
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REVOLUTIONARY GREETINGS TO THE SECOND
CONGRESS OF THE REVOLUTIONARY WORKERS
PARTY-MINDANAO (RPM-M)

The comrades of Socialist Alternative in Australian
send revolutionary greetings and solidarity on the occasion of your Congress.
We hope that the discussions and decisions of your
Congress serve to strengthen the forces of revolutionary socialism in the Philippines.
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All of this means that the task ahead of socialists in
Australia is virtually one of rebuilding a militant working class and student movement from scratch and
arming it with a vision and world view that can carry
it forward to victory. We in Socialist Alternative have
made some initial steps along that road. Currently we
are highly active in our trade unions and student
unions, in the campaign for refugee rights, the antiwar movement, the Palestine Solidarity campaign and
the campaign for same sex marriage rights.

However a vital element in building a vibrant socialist
movement in Australia is sharing the experiences and
the lessons of the activities of socialists in other countries, for without an international movement socialism
is nothing. That is why we are keen to make links with
socialists in the Phillipines and throughout Asia and
the Pacific and join with you in our common fight
The Australian working class, which historically had against global capital.
been one of the most militant and well organised in
the advanced capitalist world, has faced an unrelenting
neo-liberal offensive over the last three decades. The Yours comradely,
Labor party – the party which workers had traditionally looked to – put itself at the head of that ruling class Mick Armstrong
offensive, while the trade union leaders offered no se- National Executive
rious resistance – worse they undermined those fight Socialist Alternative Australia
backs that have occurred.
In the context today of a deep economic crisis confronting global capitalism and ongoing imperial wars
in Afghanistan, Iraq, Pakistan and the rest, the building of a strong Marxist current in the international
working class movement is an ever more pressing
task.

Message to RPM-M from JRCL and NCIW
Dear comrades,
Japan Revolutionary Communist League(JRCL) and National Council of Internationalist Workers(NCIW) , both linked to
the Fourth International, send a greeting message for successful gains of the RPM-M.
Through our common project in the Regional Global Schools and Seminars, we believe Asian network of revolutionary
left organizations are steadily strengthening. RPM-M is playing leading role in this important process.
Facing with historical crisis of imperialist domination, and drastic change of power balance in Asia-Pacific region, revolutionary left groups in the region should organize common struggle against capitalist offensive.
We have strong responsibilities to fight against Japanese imperialism which have exploit people in Philippines and all
the Asian countries.
Revolutionary left groups and political forces of global justice movements are still very weak, but very much encouraged
by your courageous struggles.
We are always with you.
We hope to build more strong relationship with you in common struggle for building Socialist Asia.
Internationalist greetings,

Comrades from JRCL and NCIW
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and the sugar monoculture imposed by imperialist capital.
But we also suffered the presence of a Puerto Rican bourgeoisie and its political parties, willing to lift the flag of
Puerto Rican identity and culture but only as part of reneDear Comrades of the RPM-M:
gotiation, and very timid one at that --far short of even formal independence--, of our country's political and ecoPlease receive our warm greetings on the occasion of your nomic subordination to U.S. imperialism.
second congress.
That subordination has also taken the form of the presence
The evolution, strategic consistency and tactical flexibility of large U.S. bases and the use of our territory as a training
of the RPM-M has for some time been a source of inspira- ground, observation post, or jump-off point for U.S. intertion for us, even if the distance between our countries has, vention in the Caribbean and Central America. Needless to
up to know, prevented us from studying it more directly. It say, even if the Philippines became independent after the
is with great pride that we often mention that the Fourth Second World War while Puerto Rico remains a colony to
International, to which we belong, has a Philippine section this day, there are considerable parallels between the trajecwhose extraordinary trajectory has increasingly earned the tories of our countries and their peoples. This is no coincirespect of the left and progressive militants around the dence: it is a remainder that we face the same imperialist
world. Beyond that, the history and situation of the Philip- and capitalist enemies, whose reach encompasses the world
pines cannot but have a deep resonance for us.
and can only be broken if our resistance takes on an equally
international character.
We were, as you know, a colony of the Spanish Empire
until 1898, along with Cuba, what remained of its former That international character must take an organizational
vast American domains. Puerto Rican revolutionaries tangible form, however modest at any particular moment.
fought through the second half of the nineteenth century This is why we belong to the Fourth International and are
both for independence and for democratic transformations, so proud that we have such an extraordinary fellow section
such as the abolition of slavery and the end of clerical con- on the other side of our endangered planet.
trol of lands and education, a struggle which was successful
in some regards, but that was frustrated, above all in terms Viva el Partido Revolucionario de los Trabajadores Mindaof the struggle for national liberation, through the interven- nao!
tion of the United States as a result of the Spanish- Viva la Cuarta Internacional!
American War in 1898.
Message from comrades in FI—
Puerto Rican Section
September 15, 2010

During the first half the twentieth century our island be- Rafael Bernabe
came a sugar producing district, largely controlled by U.S. For the Fourth International caucus in the Movimiento al
corporations and entirely directed to the U.S. market. To Socialismo (Puerto Rico)
this corresponded the creation of a new landless proletariat,
the rise of a new labor movement and of national liberation
movements critical of the concentration of landownership
Greetings from Comrades in Left Liberation Front Colombo
Dear comrades of Workers Revolutionary Party -Mindanao
We are very happy about the successful congress of your party. We got an excellent report of the activities and achievements of your
party from comrade Dharma Siri who visited you in the last month. We are impressed about how you work in different sections in
the society, proletariat, peasantry, fishers and minority nationalities. Also we are happy to see so many female comrades in our
ranks.
With beast wishes.
Vickrama Bahu
General Secretary Nava Sama Samaja Party
President, Left Liberation Front
Colombo, Lanka
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Message from Gauche Socialiste, Québec Comrades t
15/09/10
Greetings to the Second Congress of the RPM-M
Greeting to the Second Congress of the RPM-M
from Gauche socialiste, Québec section of the
Fourth International. While unable to send a comrade to the congress, we look forward to following
the discussions that take place during your cong
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We have met frequently over the intervening years
at other schools and meetings, each time reinforcing this belief of mutual teaching and learning. My
own experience being part of the TriPeople’s
Women’s Peace Initiative in 2004 gave me the
chance to see something of the lived reality that
the comrades from the RPM-M had been recounting at the schools and meetings. It was truly unforgettable and has been the basis of a number of
educationals for comrades
here in Québec.

Gauche socialisteis part of a broader political party
– Québec solidaire, following a 10 year regroupment process that is quite distinct from RPM-M organisational trajectory as our overall political context of North America is quite different. Our closest
contact with your work has been based on our mut
u
a
l
participation in international schools and meetings
and because of the importance of Philippine immigration
into
Canada
and
Québec.

While most Philippine immigration to Canada has
been to English Canada rather than Québec, we
do have contact with Femmes de Diverses Origines– Women of Diverse Origins in Montréal, who
along with Gabriela-Philippines, Action Network
for Marriage Migrants’ Rights and Empowerment
(AMMORE), Asian Rural Women and representatives from women’s organizations in other parts of
the world recently organised the “Montreal International Women’s Conference” to discuss building a
“Global Militant Women’ s Movement in the 21st
My own first experience was the 1997 Women’s Century”. This is clearly another instance in which
School at the IIRE in Amsterdam where there we need to share our experiences and develop our
were, I believe, 12 comrades from the Philippines, p e r s p e c t i v e s
t o g e t h e r .
while we only sent two. Both of us had been in the
women’s movement for years but during this We of Gauche socialiste congratulate you on your
school we learned both the similarities and the dif- Second Congress and look forward to knowing the
ferences of our experience from that of the women outcome of your deliberations.
comrades in the South, including the implication of
their involvement in a military situation. This shar- Kayla
ing between the women of the South and those of Gauche Socialiste, Québec
us from the advanced capitalist countries was just
t h e
b e g i n n i n g ,
but definitely showed that all of us had much to
teach, as well as to learn from, other sections of
the Fourth International. Our joint work with the
World March of Women, originally initiated by the
Federation des Femmes de Québec, continued

Greetings from Comrades of Ecuador
Desde Ecuador saludamos la realización del SEGUNDO CONGRESO RPM-M en Filipinas y felicitamos por los resultados logrados en el mismo.
Saludos Rojos, Verdes, Violestas
Sección Ecuatoriana de la Cuarta Internacional
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KAGAWASAN (FREEDOM) by: The RPA
I—KAGAWASAN HAIN KA (freedom where are you?)
DUGAY KA RANG GIPANGANDOY (you have been searched for long)
SA MABAGANG KATAWHAN (by the masses and peoples)
KUNG MAHIMO PA LANG (if only)
KAB-UTON KA KARON (have you now)
KAY TAM-IS PUY-AN ANG KALIBUTAN (coz the world is wonderful to live in)
KORO/CHORUS:
APAN ANAA PAY MABAGANG DAG-UM (but there are dark clouds)
NGA NAHIMONG SUSALIMBONG (covering and hindering )
SA GIPANGANDOY TANG (our dreamed)
KAGAWASAN (freedom)
II—SA PAKIGBISOG (in this struggle)
NGA ATONG GIATUBANG (that we launched)
DI KALIKAYAN (we cannot deny)
NGA MAY KALISDANAN (there are challenges)
APAN DILI KITA ANGAY NGA MALISANG (we should not be weaken)
KAY SA LUYO NIINI (behind all of these)
MAANGKON TANG (we will have)
KAGAWASAN (freedom)
KORO:
APAN ANAA PAY…
III—KATAWHAN SALMUTAN TA (masses and peoples let us join)
KINING KALIHUKAN (this struggle/this movement)
BUGKUSON TA ANG KUSOG (unify our forces and strength)
ARON MABUNTOG TANG (and we will defeat)
MALUPIGON… (the oppressors)
CHORUS then REPEAT VERSE III and CHORUS 2X…
LALALALA LALALA LALALA ….
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